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of all of them. There may not be a lot of new research in Leonhard Euler, incomparable géomètre, but I particularly
appreciated the letters and the manuscript, which are not available anywhere else. I enjoyed reading this book and find
it a welcome addition to the Euler tercentenary literature.
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Early advocates of educational technology emphasized the benefits of replacing verbal instruction by teachers with mate-
rials that appealed to a wider range of senses. (Clifford Upton, 1923, as quoted on p. 54)
The above quote could have been written by the authors of Tools of American Mathematics Teaching, 1800–2000;
however, in quoting an earlier writer, they show very effectively that the history of pedagogy is in many senses
timeless. In presenting the history of the tools of mathematics teaching, Peggy Aldrich Kidwell, Amy Ackerberg-
Hastings and David Lindsay Roberts share with us not only the history of these ubiquitous objects, they also give
us an encapsulated history of education, as well as a sense of how American society has changed in the last two
centuries.
Educators, historians, mathematicians, or indeed anyone who has gone through public or private school in the last
200 years will enjoy this book. The artifacts of mathematics, whether they be textbooks, calculators or wooden models
of geometric surfaces, have been an area of intense research, if not a passion, of the authors (as well as this reviewer)
for many years. Peggy Aldrich Kidwell is well known for her work as curator of the mathematics collection at the
National Museum of American History at the Smithsonian Institution; Amy Ackerberg-Hastings is known among
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historians of mathematics and education for her in-depth research on the life and work of the 19th-century textbook
author Charles Davies; and David Lindsay Roberts is an expert on the history of science and its uses in the classroom.
Their collaboration has resulted in this long-awaited volume.
Tools of American Mathematics Teaching, 1800–2000 looks at the development and incorporation of various
objects associated with the teaching of mathematics in America. It covers a wide range of items and materials
that most of us have experienced first-hand: as students, as educators, and possibly as consumers. The book con-
tains a total of 18 chapters, grouped in four thematic sections: Tools of Presentation and General Pedagogy; Tools
of Calculation; Tools of Measurement and Representation; and Electronic Technology and Mathematical Learn-
ing.
The authors cover a wide and surprising range of topics. For example, while geometric models such as those
of conics and cube root blocks are obvious candidates for inclusion, not everyone would expect texts, blackboards,
graph paper, and especially standardized tests and learning toys to be listed under tools of mathematics teaching—
though they are certainly tools of education in general. The breadth of topics allowed me as a reader to step back
and think about education and even the study of history in a broader sense. What was the focus and intent of math-
ematics education at different times? How and by whom are these issues resolved? What is our focus and intent
now? And what will future historians have to say about our current educational as well as mathematical prac-
tices?
The coverage is thorough as well as broad. Information is given not only on the development of the various items
and their use, but historical, socio-political and personal background is also given for the items and the people involved
in their development and integration into schools. In addition, material is presented on items that did not fare well and
were only around for short periods of time. For example, some forms of standardized tests, programmed teaching
aides, electronic learning toys and software came and went; yet they impacted the tools that were developed sub-
sequently. This all-inclusive coverage gives Tools of American Mathematics Teaching the status of a comprehensive
authority on the subject. In fact, the only other attempt at such a study is Multi-sensory Aids in Teaching Mathematics,
published in 1945 by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics as its 18th yearbook, and reprinted by the
American Mathematical Society in 1966. That edited volume covered much of the same territory as the present book,
but the difference between the two volumes lies in their respective foci. Multi-sensory Aids spends much more time on
how each item was actually used in the classroom, giving examples and ideas for classroom use. It is primarily a teach-
ing resource book. The present volume is truly a history, and as such gives much more detail on the development and
background of the items and the people involved.
I would like to point out three chapters that I particularly enjoyed. Chapter 8 on cube root blocks was well rounded
and included a fair amount of mathematics. In particular, the binomial method for extracting roots was presented along
with its geometric interpretation and history. I would love to incorporate this into a class! This chapter especially read
like a biography; the whole story of the cube root blocks was there. Chapter 9 on blocks, beads and bars was enjoyable
because I had seen, used as a child, or taught with some of them, but not all. It was nice to see them all and compare
their use and history. I learned a fair amount of pedagogy and its history from this chapter alone, in particular about
Maria Montessori and her methods of early childhood instruction. Finally, Chapter 13 on geometric models was very
comprehensive. I particularly liked the discussion of model makers Richard Baker and Albert Wheeler and their vast
collection of models, as well as their impact on education. I would also love to get my hands on an 1890 Ross model
of the Pythagorean Theorem and one of its cut-and-paste proofs. As a side note, Chapter 12 on graph paper was just
plain fun. I loved using graph paper as a child, and mourn its passing.
To briefly dispose of my few criticisms of the book, I did find that some topics were covered too briefly. For
example, Brahe’s “diagonal scale techniques” for protractors and the dividing engines used for their construction
intrigued me and I wanted to read much more about them. Also, in trying to present the human element of these
stories, at times too many names were mentioned, which became a distraction. But these are merely minor blemishes
to a well executed study.
I close with another timeless quote from the book (p. 101): “[T]he mind of this generation is restive, feverish,
impassioned, and consequently prone to a reckless radicalism.” This makes me smile each time I read it, for it sounds
like a current sound bite. Yet it was written in 1835 by Hubbard Winslow in his prophetically titled pamphlet On the
Dangerous Tendency to Innovation and Extremes in Education, in which he warned against the evils of Pestalozzian
ideas. The more things change, the more they stay the same. Tools of American Mathematics Teaching gave me the
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The book under review is devoted to the biographies of the persons who taught mathematics at the Technische
Hochschule in Stuttgart between 1829 and 1945. According to the authors, the limit 1945 was chosen somewhat
arbitrarily. The title of the book is hence misleading since this institution was renamed Universität Stuttgart more than
two decades later, in 1967. This institution had been the technical college for the kingdom of Württemberg up to 1918
and thereafter for the federal state of Württemberg of the German Reich.
Many histories of such institutions use the ambiguity of the term ‘school’—as in École polytechnique and in Poly-
technische Schule—to hide the structural differences between secondary and higher education, thereby attributing to
the meager and poor polytechnic schools of the first half of the nineteenth century some of the fame of the Paris
college. Here, however, an introductory chapter of 13 pages clearly sets forth the institutional development and ex-
plains in detail the profound transformation experienced by the Stuttgart school, similar in its origins to most other
technical schools. During the first school-like periods of development, those who taught mathematics are therefore,
correctly, called teachers (“Hauptlehrer”) and not professors. The school was founded in 1829 as a Vereinigte Real-
und Gewerbeschule by adjoining an eighth grade to an existing seven-year Realschule and by hiring two additional
teachers for mathematics, thus aiming at training students for future commercial professions like merchants, manu-
facturers, pharmacists, architects, etc. It proved soon that just one additional year was not sufficient for the intended
technical training and in 1832 a major reorganization set up a three-year course for the school, which was renamed
Gewerbeschule and separated from the foregoing Realschule. Yet in 1840 the next reorganization followed, one more
year was added to its curriculum and the school was renamed Königliche polytechnische Schule. While mathemat-
ical instruction had been elementary and taught by non-specialists up to 1840, mathematics had afterwards a more
ambitious program, including even “höhere Analysis” or calculus. More specialized teachers were hired from now
on. In the second half of the nineteenth century, the Stuttgart school participated in the transformation of the poly-
technic schools in different German states from schools into institutions of higher education. In Stuttgart a decisive
step took place in 1862 when a five-year course was introduced. It offered first a three-year course at the lower de-
partment, for mathematical preparatory training, and a subsequent two-year course in four parallel departments for
professional training (Fachschulen): architecture, engineering, mechanical engineering, and chemical technology. This
already implied a higher academic standard. By 1866/67, the first Privatdozenten—the category of research oriented
younger faculty characteristic of the Humboldtian German university system—were teaching in Stuttgart. In 1870,
the four technical Fachschulen were complemented by a fifth one for mathematics and the sciences, which meant that
mathematics achieved here, besides its preparatory function in the lower department, equal status with the technical
disciplines. The next step came in 1876 when the school gained the status of a higher education center, followed by
being renamed Technische Hochschule Stuttgart in 1890—a name it maintained until 1967.
Profoundly devoted to applied mathematics, the Stuttgart mathematicians did not follow the mathematicians from
other technical colleges who embraced the new standards of Weierstrassian rigor. Yet, they and their colleagues from
